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Abstract: The Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) is one of the major custom power solutions, which is capable of mitigating the effect of supply voltage sag at the load end or at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) in a distributed network. In this study a new configuration of Unified Power Quality Conditioner is proposed that is composed of the super-capacitors and the DC/DC converter in order to improvement the voltage interruption. The proposed UPQC can compensate the reactive power, harmonic current, voltage sag and swell, voltage unbalance, and the voltage interruption. The performance of proposed system was analyzed through simulations with MATLAB/SIMULINK software. The proposed system can improve the power quality at the common connection point of the non-linear load and the sensitive load.
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INTRODUCTION

Since several equipments such as computers, automation equipments, and communication equipments are very sensitive for the input voltage disturbances, the inadequate operation or the fault of these loads brings about huge losses (Hingorani, 1995; Arrillaga et al., 2000; Prodanovic and Green, 2003). The elimination or mitigation of disturbances propagated from the source side and the other loads interconnected is critical for improving the operational reliability of these critical loads.

One of the most interesting structures of energy conditioner is two back-to-back connected dc/ac fully controlled converters. In this case, depending on the control scheme, the converters may have different compensation functions. For example, they can function as active series and shunt filters to compensate simultaneously load current harmonics and supply voltage fluctuations. In this case, the equipment is called Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) (Akagi et al., 2007; Aredes and Watanabe, 1995; Han et al., 2006a).

Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) has been widely studied to eliminate or mitigate the disturbances propagated from the source side and the other loads interconnected (Hideaki and Hirofumi, 1998; Aredes et al., 1998; Han et al., 2006b). UPQC has two voltage-source inverters of three-phase four-wire or three-phase three-wire configuration. One inverter called the series inverter is connected through transformers between the source and the common connection point. The other inverter called the shunt inverter connected in parallel with the load. The series inverter operates as a voltage source, while the shunt inverter operates as a current source.

UPQC can simultaneously mitigate the voltage disturbance in source side and the current disturbance in load side. UPQC can compensate voltage sag, voltage swell, harmonic current, and harmonic voltage, and control the power flow and the reactive power (Fig. 1). However, it cannot compensate the voltage interruption because it has no energy storage in the DC link.

This study proposes a new configuration of UPQC that consists of the DC/DC converter and the super-capacitors for compensating the voltage interruption. The operation of proposed system was verified through simulations with MATLAB/SIMULINK software.

CONFIGURATION OF PROPOSED UPQC

The configuration of proposed UPQC, which additionally has a DC/DC converter and super-capacitor for compensating the voltage interruption. The energy in the DC link charges the super-capacitors through the bi-directional DC/DC converter when the system is in normal operation.

The energy in the super-capacitors is released to the DC link through the bi-directional DC/DC converter when the voltage interruption occurs.

The control system has three major elements which are shunt inverter control, series inverter control, and DC/DC converter control. When the level of source voltage is maintained as 1.0 p.u., the system works in normal mode.
When the level is between 0.5 and 1.0 p.u. or higher than 1.0 p.u., the system works in voltage sag or swell mode. When the level is lower than 0.5 p.u., the system works in interruption mode.

In normal mode, the series inverter injects the zero voltage and the shunt inverter absorbs the current harmonics generated by the load. The DC/DC converter works in charge mode or standby mode depending on the voltage level of the super-capacitors. In voltage sag or swell mode, the series inverter injects the compensating voltage to maintain the load voltage constant. The shunt inverter absorbs the current harmonics generated by the load and the DC/DC converter works in standby mode. In voltage interruption mode, the series inverter is disconnected from the line and the circuit breaker is opened to isolate the source side. The shunt inverter starts to work as an AC voltage source. The DC/DC converter works in discharge mode to supply the energy stored in the super-capacitors to the load.

The control strategy for the series and shunt inverters of the proposed UPQC has been derived based on the Synchronous reference frame method (Hu and Chen, 2000). The series inverter control compensates the voltage disturbance in the source side due to the fault in the distribution line. The series inverter control determines the reference voltage to be injected by the series inverter as shown in Fig. 2, using the algorithm described in reference (Hu and Chen, 2000). The shunt inverter control has two functions to compensate the current harmonics and the reactive power in normal operation, and to supply the active power to the load during the voltage interruption.

The first function was described in reference (Hu and Chen, 2000). The second function is same as that of the
power converter used in power system interconnection. The shunt inverter control has a selective switch as shown in Fig. 3, which works in current control mode or voltage control mode under the control of system manager.

The DC/DC converter control works in charge mode or discharge mode selectively, depending on the direction from the system manager. In charge mode, the system manager monitors whether the voltage level of the super-capacitors exceeds the maximum operation voltage or not. If the voltage level reaches the maximum value, the DC/DC converter works in standby mode. In discharge mode, the system manager monitors whether the voltage level of the super-capacitors drops lower than the minimum operation voltage or not. If the voltage level reaches the minimum value, the DC/DC converter shuts down to stop supplying power to the load.

**DC/DC converter design:** The DC/DC converter can operate in bi-directional mode using soft-switching Scheme (Bendre et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2004). The operation voltage of the super-capacitor bank is in the range between 60-75V, while the dc link voltage is about 700V. The ground point in dc link should be isolated from the ground point in the super-capacitor bank. The converter should have high current rating in bank side and high voltage rating in DC link side. Considering these requirements, a DC/DC converter with two full-bridges was selected as shown in Fig. 4.
A filter reactor is inserted between the bank and the full-bridge to reduce the ripple of charging and discharging current, which can reduce the lifetime of super-capacitors due to unwanted heat generation. The full-bridge in bank side works as a current-fed type, while the full-bridge in DC link side works as voltage-fed type.

The DC/DC converter boosts the super-capacitor voltage up to the nominal DC link voltage in discharge mode. The super-capacitor voltage is controlled between 60-75V, while the DC link voltage increases up to 700V. The switches $S_{c1}$ and $S_{c2}$ operate with a duty ratio of higher than 0.5. The current through the inductor $L_f$ increases as all the switches are on conduction-state. The voltage overshoot can be suppressed by turning on auxiliary switch $S_a$ when two switches in face with diagonal opposition are on conduction state. The current becomes larger than the current through the boost inductor. When the auxiliary switch turns off, the magnetic energy stored in the leakage inductance of transformer flows through the back-connection diode of the switch in off state. So, the zero-voltage turn-on condition is provided.

The DC/DC converter decreases the nominal DC-link voltage down to the level of super-capacitor voltage in charge mode. When switch $S_{b1}$ and $S_{b2}$ turns on, the input voltage applied to the leakage inductance of transformer $L_{lk}$ increases the input current. The current in the primary side is transferred to the secondary side. The secondary voltage charges the capacitor $C_h$ through the reverse-connected diode of auxiliary switch $S_a$. If the charging voltage is high enough to make the charging current zero, switch $S_{b1}$ turns off. Switch $S_{b2}$ turns on with zero-voltage scheme while the capacitor $C_h$ is charged and the capacitor $C_i$ is discharged. When auxiliary $S_a$ turns on, the voltage across the auxiliary capacitor affects the primary voltage of the coupling transformer. This voltage is applied to the leakage inductance $L_{lk}$ with reverse polarity. This makes the primary current zero and switch $S_{b2}$ turns off with zero-current scheme.

**Energy storage design:** The size of super-capacitors is determined depending on the duration of voltage interruption and the size of load connected. It is assumed that the maximum voltage interruption has duration of three seconds and the load has a power rating of 10kW. Therefore, total energy to be released during the voltage interruption is 30 kJ.

The bank of super-capacitors is designed considering three criteria, the expandability of storage capacity, the unbalance of unit voltage, and the current rating of each unit. HP1700P-0027A manufactured by Ness Company was selected as a basic unit for the energy storage bank. Table 1 shows the specification of selected super-capacitor unit. The bank is designed so as to utilize the upper 25% of maximum storage capacity, considering the expandability of operation capacity by adding more super-capacitors. The maximum current flows through the super-capacitor bank, when it discharges the maximum power. The minimum voltage across the super-capacitor bank can be determined with the maximum discharge power and the current rating as the following:

$$U_{bank \_ \text{min}} = 20 kW / 360 A = 55.5 V$$ (1)

It is assumed that the super-capacitor is charged by 2.43V, which is 90% to the maximum charging voltage of 2.7 V, for consideration of 10% margin. The lowest discharged voltage is determined to be 2.1V using the following:

$$U_{unit \_ \text{min}} = \sqrt{3/4} \ U_{unit \_ \text{max}} = 2.1 V$$ (2)

Therefore, the lowest discharge voltage and the minimum unit voltage determine the number of units to be connected in series as the following.

$$N = U_{bank \_ \text{min}} / U_{unit \_ \text{min}} = 55.5 / 2.1 = 26.5$$ (3)

However, the bank can be designed using total 28 units of super-capacitors for the purpose of safety margin.

**RESULTS**

The power circuit is modeled as a 3-phase 3-wire system with a non-linear load that is composed of 3-phase diode-bridge with RC load in the DC side with a THD of more than 40%. The circuit parameters used in the simulation is shown in Table 2. The maximum simulation time was set up by 1.5 sec. It is assumed that the shunt inverter start to operate at 100 msec, while the series inverter start to operate at 200 msec.
Fig. 5: Nonlinear load current

Fig. 6: Active and reactive power consumed by load

Fig. 7: Voltage sag compensation. (a) Source voltage. (b) Load voltage
The load current is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 the active and reactive power consumed by the load are demonstrated. In next section, voltage sag is applied and the results are studied. A voltage sag with peak amplitude of 100 v is applied from \( t = 1 \) sec to \( t = 1.3 \) sec. The source and load voltage are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen in this figure that the UPQC series inverter has modified load voltage correctly.

In this section, voltage interruption occurs from \( t = 1 \) sec to \( t = 1.3 \) sec. Figure 8 shows the source and load voltage and the output current supplied by the DC/DC converter respectively. It is seen that after voltage interruption, load voltage is remained at its desired value due to shunt inverter operation.

**CONCLUSION**

This study proposes a new configuration of UPQC that consists of the DC/DC converter and the super-capacitors for compensating the voltage interruption. The proposed UPQC can compensate the reactive power, harmonic current, voltage sag and swell, voltage unbalance, and the voltage interruption. The control strategy for the proposed UPQC was derived based on the Synchronous reference frame method. The operation of proposed system was verified through simulations with MATLAB/SIMULINK software. The proposed UPQC has the ultimate capability of improving the power quality at the installation point in the distribution system. The proposed system can replace the UPS, which is effective for the long duration of voltage interruption, because the long duration of voltage interruption is very rare in the present power system.

**NOMENCLATURE**

- \( v_f \): Series inverter output voltage
- \( v_f^* \): Series inverter reference output voltage
- \( i_f \): Shunt inverter output current
- \( i_f^* \): Shunt inverter reference output current
- \( v_s \): Source voltage
- \( i_s \): Source current
- \( i_d \): The active part of current
- \( i_q \): The reactive part of current
- \( v_d \): Current of DC link capacitor
- \( V_{dc} \): Voltage of DC link capacitor
- \( V_{dc}^* \): Reference voltage of DC link capacitor
- \( i_L \): Sensitive load current
- \( V_L \): Load voltage
- \( U_{bank_{min}} \): The minimum voltage across the super-capacitor bank
- \( U_{bank_{max}} \): The maximum voltage across the super-capacitor bank
- \( N \): Number of units to be connected in series
- \( L_f \): Shunt inverter Inductance
- \( C_f \): Shunt inverter Capacitance
- \( L_s \): Series inverter Inductance
- \( C_s \): Series inverter Capacitance
- \( R_s \): Series inverter Resistance
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